1 Remove Standard Wheel Trays
1. Loosen wheel tray knob
2. Press button and hold
3. Slide off wheel trays

2 Install Fat Tire Wheel Trays
1. Press button and hold
2. Slide on fat tire wheel tray
3. Tighten wheel tray knob

3 Finished Installation

1 Remove Arm Assembly and Wheel Tray
1. Loosen ratcheting arm clamp bolts
2. Loosen wheel tray knobs
3. Press button and hold
4. Slide off ratcheting arm clamp and standard wheel tray(s)

2 Reinstall Arm Assembly and Wheel Trays
1. Press button and hold
2. Slide on ratcheting arm clamp and wheel tray(s)
3. Tighten wheel tray knobs
4. Tighten ratcheting arm clamp bolts

3 Finished Installation
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